D  C#  B-  E  F#-  D
my day to find you shying ....
A  C#-|G#  F#-  D  A  C#-/G#  F#-  D
Take on me.... ...  
(take on me)    (take on me)
A  C#-/G#  F#-  D  A  C#-/G#  D  E
I'll be gone in a ....
B-  E  A  D  C#-  B-  E  A
So needless to say at odds and ...
D  C#-  B-  E  F#-  D
learning that life is OK say ...
A  C#-/G#  F#-  D  A  C#-/G#  F#-  D
sorry Take on me....
(take on me)    (take on me)
A  C#-/G#  F#-  D  A  C#-/G#  D  E
I'll be gone in a ...
C#-  G  C#-  G  B-  E
N.C. | N.C. | N.C. | N.C.
B- | E | A | D  C#- | B- | E | A | D  C#- | B- | E | B- | E
Oh the things to...
hat
E  A  D  C#-  B-  E  F#-
you say yeh is it life or just to....
ngs
D  C#-  B-  E  F#-  D
I've got to remember you shying ...
A  C#-/G#  F#-  D  A  C#-/G#  F#-  D
Take on me.... ...
(take on me)    (take on me)
A  C#-/G#  F#-  D  A  C#-/G#  F#-  D  A  C#-/G#  F#-  D
I'll be gone in a. day.......
(take on me...)    (take me on...)    (Take on me)
(Take on me)
ke
A  C#-/G#  F#-  D  A  C#-/G#  F#-  D =20
I'll be gone... in ...
on me...)    (take me on..)
(take on ...
(Take on ...
A  C#-/G#  F#-  D  A  C#-/G#  F#-  D  A  C#-/G#  F#-
D
(take on me....)    (take .......
....)
(take on me....
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